**Recognition of Corporation XV
Is Withdrawn**

Failure to Pay Dues Causes Institute’s Action

COMMITTEES’ PETITION

**FOR ROOM IS ACCEPTED**

Committee Will Support Combined Professional Societies

The Institute Committee last night voted to "revive recognition of Corporation XV until past indebtedness is cleared, to the Institute Committee shall be paid." The bristles arose over the mistaken replies to the S. Ref. in the constitution of the Institute Committee concerning class fees. The Corporation requested that the $5 fees, imposed as a result of this misunderstanding, be refunded. The Institute Committee felt that the decision would be premature and decided against the Corporation.

**Accept Committee’s Petition**

The matter of a new building for the Student’s petting includes accepting the designation of a room in a general meeting place for community students, accepted, and it was voted to proceed with a room in the building, to the administration. It is hoped by the officers of the Corporation that the present location will be occupied, and that the present practice of meeting in the lecture rooms will be discontinued. It is understood that the Corporation will be able to take over the room when it is completed. The asking price is $5,000, which will be entirely paid by the Corporation.

**Military Society**

**Has Dance Tonight**

New Men to Be Pledged at Elaborate Ceremony

Sashbraid and Blush will hold its first dance of the year tonight at Walker G. It begins at 8:30. New pledges will be initiated into the society at this time.

**Supreme Committee of Industrial and Economic Interpretation of the Electrical Age**

For over 50 years, Mr. Ripley has been an active participant in the electrical age. He is one of the foremost experts on the effects of the "electrical age." He is able to explain the significance of the "electrical age," and to forecast what he calls the "next boom in trade and industry," as he is an economic interpreter of the electrical age.

**Special Students**

**Celebrate 16th Year of Regime**

Dinner Meeting in Walker is Attended by Prominent Russians

In commemoration of the sixteenth anniversary of the October Revolution in Russia, Special students in the Institute held a dinner Wednesday night in Walker Memorial. The guests included several faculty members and prominent representatives of the Soviet in this country. Among the guests was Mr. A. B. Backenstoe, chairman of the Permanent Committee of Industrial Education in the U.S. E. B. Backenstoe, an old student, gave a short history of the educational situation in America in which he stated that sixty years later.

**Talks Shown in Walker Dining Hall**

First Aldred Lecturer

**R. M. RIPLEY**

**To Speak on TECHNICAL AFFAIRS**

Founder of Water and Drainage Code, Present Lecturer in the United States

The Vermont Valley development, the comprehensive project of engineering and economic interpretation in this country, will be described by Mr. R. M. Riple, president of the Cambridge Photographic Society, in an address before the University of Technology. The address will be open to the public without charge.

**Walker Slide-Rule Theft Dispatched**

Ripley's home in Cambridge is completely wired electrically for all domestic purposes. The main panel then is a veritable engineer's paradise equipped with an electric refrigerator, refrigerator, dishwasher, telephone, radio, radio, radio, and radio radio. The appliances in the dining-room include a space-heater, television, laundry, and kitchen. Mr. Ripley's home is the first to be open to the public without charge.

**Military Society**

**Dance Tonight**

New Men to Be Pledged at Elaborate Ceremony

Sashbraid and Blush will hold its first dance of the year tonight at Walker G. It begins at 8:30. New pledges will be initiated into the society at this time.

**Supreme Committee of Industrial and Economic Interpretation of the Electrical Age**

For over 50 years, Mr. Ripley has been an active participant in the electrical age. He is one of the foremost experts on the effects of the "electrical age." He is able to explain the significance of the "electrical age," and to forecast what he calls the "next boom in trade and industry," as he is an economic interpreter of the electrical age.

**Recipients**

**Be Given at 2:30, December 16**

Presentation of the David N. L. M. R. Medal

**Boxer Club**

**Secretary**

Mr. Ripley was associated with several engineering and electrical companies in New York and until 1916, when he became the head of the Supreme Committee of Industrial and Economic Interpretation of the Electrical Age. His business and reputation are such that his name is very well known as Ripley. The principal events of his life will be described.

**Jenkins Faces Test in ICA's Gold Medal**

Hodlent Enters Varsity and Freshmen in Harness Championships

With Metin Jenkins' fine lead, Coach Dotson Hodlent will take a squad of seven varsity and seven freshman horses to New York this week-end to compete in the L. C. A. A. A. cross-country Championship.

**Medical College Ann's to give Aptitude Tests**

Medical Aptitude Tests, as administered in the past three years by the Association of Medical Colleges, will be given at 3:00, December 16. The tests are free of charge and no penny from each applicant is used to pay for the expenses of the committee.

**Speakers at Soviet Students' Dinner**

Talks Shown in Walker Dining Hall

First Aldred Lecturer

**R. M. RIPLEY**

**To Speak on TECHNICAL AFFAIRS**

Founder of Water and Drainage Code, Present Lecturer in the United States

The Vermont Valley development, the comprehensive project of engineering and economic interpretation in this country, will be described by Mr. R. M. Riple, president of the Cambridge Photographic Society, in an address before the University of Technology. The address will be open to the public without charge.

**Walker Slide-Rule Theft Dispatched**

Ripley's home in Cambridge is completely wired electrically for all domestic purposes. The main panel then is a veritable engineer's paradise equipped with an electric refrigerator, refrigerator, dishwasher, telephone, radio, radio, radio, and radio radio. The appliances in the dining-room include a space-heater, television, laundry, and kitchen. Mr. Ripley's home is the first to be open to the public without charge.